WELCOME TO OUR NOVEMBER 2021 eNEWSLETTER!
We have a few updates since our last eNewsletter. The ALE Virtual Community moved to a new
virtual discussion environment and added 12 new podcast episodes. We now have nine consulting
partners as part of our team.
You may access the Adult Learning Exchange (ALE) Virtual Community, through our website. The
site is open to educators, administrators, scholars, and students interested in adult learning.
Anyone is welcome to suggest categories of topics for the virtual community. The only requirement
is that at least one moderator is identified for each category and that the topic and the moderator are
approved by SCOC Consulting.
SCOC Consulting | Partners | Services

NEW ALE VIRTUAL DISCUSSION ENVIRONMENT
The ALE Virtual Community environment is now in Google
Blogger. This new environment allows for better features
such as a better graphical interface, links to websites, and
posting of podcast episodes. Community members can easily
search for topics and view message archives. Be sure to sign
up to your favorite discussion categories.

ALE VIRTUAL COMMUNITY DISCUSSION CATEGORIES
Information Literacy

This discussion, moderated by Terry Gibson, focuses on the
challenges to teaching and communicating in a polarized
world.
<<View the Discussion>>

Conversations about Online Teaching
and Learning
This discussion, moderated by Rosemary Lehman and
Simone Conceição, is a space for sharing tips and strategies
about online teaching and learning.
<<View the Discussion>>

Editing with Kate!
This discussion is for individuals who are active writers of
papers, blogs, social media, reports, newsletters, and
resumes. Kate Devlin is the moderator of the discussion.
<<View the Discussion>>

Getting Published!
This forum is open to the public forum to share tips,
resources, and author interviews about publishing in
journals, magazines, or books.
<<View the Discussion>>

ALE VIRTUAL COMMUNITY PODCASTS
We have published a total of 15 podcast episodes since
September 2021. Episodes provide interviews, webinars,
and audio recordings with tips and resources about adult
learning. Check categories that have episodes
accompanying the discussions:
* Conversations about Online Teaching and Learning
* Editing with Kate!
* Getting Published!

Thank you for subscribing to our virtual community. Follow us in social media for the latest news.
Stay tuned for new podcasts and discussion categories.
Your Team at SCOC Consulting
November 2021

Need help editing your work? Check out Kate Devlin's Editing Services
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